
 

 
Shortcuts on the Patent Prosecution Highway 
By Thomas C. Basso, Suzanne E. Konrad and Maria E. Doukas 

The Patent Prosecution Highway (PPH) is a program that allows applicants to leverage 
allowable claims in one participating office to obtain a patent faster and more efficiently for 
corresponding claims in another participating office1.  For example, under PPH, an applicant 
with at least one claim that has been deemed allowable in a first participating office may 
request that a second participating office fast track the examination process for an 
application with corresponding claims2.  The PPH program may be used for claims that are 
deemed allowable in either a national application or a Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) 
application3. 

New PPH Pilot Programs 
In January 2014, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) launched two 
pilot programs that are intended to simplify the PPH program: (1) IP5 PPH; and (2) Global 
PPH4.  Before these pilots, there were bilateral PPH agreements between different 
intellectual property offices.  However, because the bilateral agreements were not uniform, 
different PPH programs had different forms and different submission requirements, thus 
requiring attorneys to spend time reviewing the various procedures for each program to 
ensure compliance5.  The IP5 PPH program will run for a period of three years, ending on 
January 5, 2017.  However, the Global PPH program will only run for a period of one year, 
ending on January 5, 20156. 

The IP5 and Global PPH pilots attempt to harmonize the PPH program by replacing the 
bilateral PPH agreements with a single set of procedures7.  According to the USPTO, the 
two pilot programs are “substantially identical” and differ only in the respective participating 
offices8.  Furthermore, because the USPTO has elected to participate in both pilot programs 
and the requirements for the two programs are equivalent, a single PPH request form may 
be filed in the USPTO based on allowed claims in any of the following participating offices, 
without specifying which pilot program is being utilized9: 

1. State Intellectual Property Office of the People’s Republic of China (IP5 PPH) 

2. European Patent Office (IP5 PPH) 

3. Japan Patent Office (IP5 PPH) 

4. Korean Intellectual Property Office (IP5 PPH) 

5. IP Australia (Global PPH) 

6. Canadian Intellectual Property Office (Global PPH) 

7. Danish Patent and Trademark Office (Global PPH) 

8. National Board of Patents and Registration of Finland (Global PPH) 

9. Hungarian Intellectual Property Office (Global PPH) 
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10. Icelandic Patent Office (Global PPH) 

11. Israeli Patent Office (Global PPH) 

12. Nordic Patent Institute (Global PPH) 

13. Norwegian Industrial Property Office (Global PPH) 

14. Portuguese Institute of Industrial Property (Global PPH) 

15. Russian Federal Service for Intellectual Property (Global PPH) 

16. Spanish Patent and Trademark Office (Global PPH) 

17. Swedish Patent and Registration Office (Global PPH) 

18. United Kingdom Intellectual Property Office (Global PPH) 

However, for countries that are not participants in the IP5 or Global PPH pilots, the existing 
bilateral PPH agreements with the USPTO will remain in place10.  Therefore, applicants who 
wish to request PPH in the USPTO based on allowed claims in any of the following 
intellectual property offices may do so using the forms and requirements under the existing 
PPH agreements: Austria, Colombia, Czech Republic, Germany, Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Philippines, Singapore, and Taiwan11. 

Benefits of Requesting Examination under the PPH Pilot Programs 
The USPTO no longer requires a fee for an application to be accepted into the PPH 
program, so applicants can expedite examination at no cost.  Prosecution under the PPH 
program in the USPTO has also been proven on average to take significantly less time than 
for non-PPH applications12.  In addition, statistics from the PPH portal site indicate that the 
rate of applications allowed in a first action and the overall rate of patents granted is higher 
under the PPH program13.  Therefore, participation in the PPH program can result in faster 
allowance for a given application and lower attorney fees for prosecuting the application. 

Requirements for Participation in the PPH Program 
In order to qualify for participation in the PPH program in any participating office under either 
of the pilots, the following requirements must be met14: 

1. The applications at the Office of Earlier Examination (OEE) and the Office of Later 
Examination (OLE) (i.e., the USPTO) must have the same earliest date, which can be 
either the filing date or the priority date15. 

2. The OEE must have found at least one claim allowable, or if based on a PCT work 
product, the PCT work product must have indicated that at least one claim has novelty, 
inventive step, and industrial applicability. 

3. All claims presented under the PPH program must sufficiently correspond to one or 
more of the allowable claims. 

4. The OLE has not started substantive examination of the application 
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“Sufficiently Correspond” 
One of the key issues for most applicants is trying to determine what “sufficiently correspond” 
means and, thus, what claims can be presented under the PPH program.  Aside from 
formatting differences between participating offices, claims must be of the same or similar 
scope16.  Claims that are narrower in scope may be presented in the OLE if they are 
supported in the specification17.  Although most participating offices do not require narrower 
claims to be in dependent form, the USPTO requires that narrower claims be presented in 
dependent form only18.  As a result, the independent claims in the USPTO must be 
essentially identical to the allowed claims in the OEE19.  However, the narrower limitation 
may be added into the independent claim during prosecution if the USPTO determines that 
the dependent claim would be allowable if not dependent on a rejected base claim20.  

Applicants cannot present a new “category” of claims in the OLE that was not present in the 
OEE.  For example, if the claims in the OEE were directed to a process of manufacturing a 
product, the applicant cannot add new claims in the OLE directed to a product that 
corresponds to the process claims21.   

Applying and Prosecuting Applications under the PPH Program at the USPTO 
The USPTO provides a single form to request participation in either of the new pilot 
programs: http://www.uspto.gov/forms/sb0020glbl.pdf.  As discussed previously, this form 
may be used to request entry into the new PPH program at the USPTO based on allowable 
claims in any of the offices participating in either pilot program. 

As noted in the form, the following documents are required in addition to the request itself: 

1. A copy of the most recent office action prior to the decision to grant the patent or the most 
recent PCT work product.  This is not required if the OEE issued the patent on the first 
office action.  The applicant may select the option of having the USPTO access the latest 
office action via the Dossier Access System or World Intellectual Property Organization’s 
PATENTSCOPE System, but if the actions are not available on either system, the 
applicant will be notified by the USPTO and must then submit a copy of the office action 
or work product22.   

2. An English language translation if the most recent office action or PCT work product is 
not written in English.  However, a verification statement for the translation is no longer 
required23. 

3. An Information Disclosure Statement listing the documents cited in the OEE work 
product 

4. Copies of any documents cited by the OEE that are not US patent or US patent 
publications 

In addition to the required documentation, applicants must fill out a Claims Correspondence 
Table in the request form.  The correspondence table requires applicants to: (1) list which 
claims in the current application correspond to allowable claims in the OLE; and (2) provide 
an explanation of the correspondence for each claim.   

Finally, the attorney submitting the request must sign a statement at the end of the form 
stating that “All the claims in the U.S. application sufficiently correspond to the 
patentable/allowable claims in the OEE application.”   

http://www.uspto.gov/forms/sb0020glbl.pdf
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If an applicant files the afore-mentioned request and accompanying documentation and is 
denied participation in the PPH program, applicant will have one chance to correct any 
mistakes.  If the applicant fails to correct the mistakes, the application will be examined in 
normal turn. 

Questions about the PPH Pilot Programs 
The USPTO has a phone number (571-272-4100) and email address for questions regarding 
the PPH pilots24.  However, in our experience, the USPTO has been more responsive to 
email requests.  Thus, we recommend emailing PPHfeedback@USPTO.GOV with any 
questions about the PPH pilots and compliance therewith. 

Conclusion 
Due to the very recent launch of the PPH pilot programs, it is unclear whether or to what 
degree the new pilots will streamline the PPH program.  For example, the USPTO has still 
not set forth a precise definition for “sufficiently correspond.”  However, the universal request 
form and minimal required accompanying documentation seem to be a step in the right 
direction.  Therefore, the new PPH program in the USPTO appears to be a desirable option 
for applicants who have allowable claims in participating offices.   

Please note that, while the focus of this client alert is on the PPH program at the USPTO, 
expedited examination under the PPH program is available in other participating offices and 
is subject to the requirements for that particular office25.  For example, an applicant who has 
received allowable claims in the USPTO may want to seek accelerated examination under 
the PPH program in the Japan Patent Office (JPO) or the European Patent Office (EPO).   

mailto:PPHfeedback@USPTO.GOV
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